scenes for the mortuary cult of an official of the court of Ramses III were found in the Western Fortified Gate, 1 where they had been reused as floor slabs in tombs which were built after the destruction of the gate. 2 In the inscriptions on these blocks the official is called "mayor of the city," more exactly, "mayor of the Southern City," that is, Thebes, and he bears the name Paser, "the official," an old word designating a high office. These blocks were parts of built-up walls and thus cannot be assigned to any of the rock tombs of the Theban necropolis. In his excavation report Hioscher assumes that they came from the small mortuary chapels of the time of Ramses III which were located behind the temple precinct, opposite the Western Fortified Gate, and which apparently were destroyed at the same time as the gate toward the end of the 20th dynasty.
3 Ho1scher refers to similar buildings behind the mortuary temple of Amenhotep III which, like the royal mortuary temples, were separated from the tombs of their owners. Presumably because of special royal favor, indications of which are preserved in the reliefs of the mayor Paser, five officials were granted the right to build their mortuary temples near the temple precinct of Ramses III. The relief blocks found in the Western Fortified Gate include parts of at least three walls and of other architectural elements. Two of the partly preserved walls can be assigned to a chapel of the mayor Paser because his name occurs on them. Fragments of the frieze of a third wall of Paser belong possibly with the remains of a third group of scenes. All the registers of the partly preserved walls can be reconstructed sufficiently for an analysis of their themes. These remains are of special interest because they represent scenes which are rare in the Theban tombs and one scene which is unique (see p. 9). There are scenes from the life of Paser in his official capacity (P1. 1); scenes from feasts of the Osiris cult (P1. 2) which combine elements of the Feast of Sokar, just as we know it from the mortuary temple of Ramses III at Medinet Habu, and a journey of the sacred nsm.t-bark from Abydos; and scenes from a feast of Amon (P1. 3), here, in a mortuary chapel, probably the Beautiful Feast of the Valley, when Amon crosses over from Karnak in his bark and visits the temples on the west side of Thebes. In addition there is a symbolic representation of the rising sun (Fig. 5 ) as well as a figure presumably of Paser worshiping the sun-god (Fig. 4) . The problem of determining the original locations of these blocks in the chapel of Paser is discussed in separate sections (pp. 16-21).
SCENES PORTRAYING THE MAYOR PASER
IN HIS OFFICIAL CAPACITY SOME of the blocks showing scenes from the life of the mayor Paser (Wall I) can be fitted together (see P1. 1). An almost uninterrupted row of blocks from the top register is preserved, though we have only the upper part of the register, as on the wall of the feasts of Osiris (P1. 2). These blocks include fragments of the frieze above the representations, which runs in the same direction as that above the scenes of the feasts of Osiris and can be reconstructed with Hathor and Anubis figures alternating with the usual hkr motifs. To the right and left of each group of three hkr motifs are vertical lines of inscription with signs facing outward (i.e., away from the hkr motifs), each of which names Paser with one of his titles: "Osiris, the mayor of the Southern City, Paser"; "Osiris, the feast-leader of Amon, Paser"; "Osiris, the mayor of the city, Paser"; "Osiris, the steward of the city, Paser"; "Osiris, the priest of Amon, Paser"; "Osiris, the pure-handed one of Amon, Paser." The phrase mC-hrw, "deceased," is frequently omitted after the name. Some of the titles occur more than once. The friezes of the other two walls (see Pls. 2-3) yield no further information. Hathor appears in her "face" form as female head with feather crown (preserved in frieze of Wall III only) and cow ears. 4 Her neck and curled locks rest on the "garden," the nome hieroglyph, a designation of the Theban necropolis. 5 This ornament combines the name and an epithet of the goddess, probably to be read enigmatically as "Hathor, on top (hri.t-tp) of the nome" (see p. 14), that is, of the Theban necropolis. The jackal figure of Anubis on his shrine, with accompanying baton and flail and a sacred eye above, forms a similar monogram, "Anubis, the power over the mysteries" (dhm hri-dt;). The Anubis figures here and above the scenes of the feasts of Osiris face left, but on the fragments which we have placed above the scenes of the Feast of the Valley they face right (see p. 13). The horizontal band of inscription at the bottom of another group of blocks assigned to Wall I indicates that they belong to the second register. Their position in that register of our reconstruction (P1. 1) is arbitrary, however, since no point of contact with the top register is preserved. Adjoining this group at the bottom, as attested by bits of inscription, is part of a third register, which is about twice as high as each of the upper registers and shows Paser and his family at a banquet.
THE TOP REGISTER
An upraised arm on a block at the right end of this register must be that of a rejoicing figure of Paser. In the inscription between this figure and the king's pavilion the mayor pays homage to Ramses III: "[...] (1) thou art the great ruler of (2) all lands. (3) The Nine Bows are under thy feet. For the ka ... !" It seems very unlikely that the block shown in Figure 2 should be added farther to the right in this register, because it has traces of the head of a figure which would not coincide with that of the rejoicing Paser (see p. 19).
The rest of the top register comprises a long row of statues which Ramses III receives as he stands in his pavilion. The king wears a pleated headcloth with uraeus. [him] ." The pavilion in which he stands to receive the statues is simpler than the usual window of royal appearances and resembles gods' shrines as depicted in temple reliefs. Its roof, crowned by uraei with sun disks, is supported by posts and papyrus columns decorated with streamers; grapes hang from its ceiling. Our reconstruction of the royal figure bending toward the statues is based on the position of the head and shoulders. Possibly the lower part of the figure was concealed by the rail." Before each of the six partially preserved statues are offerings consisting of a shallow widemouthed bowl heaped with bread and roasted goose (the old burnt offering whose "flames" at this time were usually represented as green-painted leafy ornament) and two offering-stands bearing metal bowls. Above the latter are a pair of tongs 7 and a scoop with a duck-head handle-tools for laying the charcoal fire for censing. 8 The bowl and the offering-stands may have stood at the same level in each case, 9 but the bases of all the stands are lost along with the blocks which adjoined below. How the spaces were filled below the offerings and the statues, which did not extend to the bottom of the register, can only be surmised. In a similar representation in the tomb of the high priest of Amon Amenemopet 10 and in the treasury of the mortuary temple of Ramses III at Medinet Habu n 1 the statues stand on tables. If our statues likewise stood on tables, the spaces under the offerings might have been occupied by additional offerings or by the persons who brought the statues.
The first statue can be reconstructed by comparison with numerous preserved scenes depicting statue processions of Amenhotep I12 and a scene from the Feast of Min portraying Ramses III in his litter. 13 In our partial reconstruction Ramses III is seated on a throne under a sunshade. The throne is flanked by sphinxes and stands on a portable base ornamented with lions. The visible sphinx wears the double crown. A goddess with the Upper Egyptian crown 14 spreads her wings around the king. A similar statue is represented among gifts to the king in the tomb of Amenemopet. 15 Our second statue is a figure of the king wearing the blue crown and, if we judge by the position of the arms, offering incense and libation. The third statue is a figure of the king with one hand upraised in praise; his other hand holds a kerchief and presents a bag in the shape of a 6. So Ramses II and his wife in the window of royal appearances in the tomb of the high priest of Amon Nb-wnn.f (Theban Tomb 157, hall, east wall, north side); scene published in Excavation of Medinet Habu III, Fig. 22 14. Hence she is the Upper Egyptian goddess of el-Kab; in similar scenes the goddess of truth or a falcon appears.
15. Theban Tomb 148 (unpublished), where behind Ramses III there are two goddesses with Hathor crowns, and the king is shown with blue crown and staff.
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oi.uchicago.edu gazelle skin, a hieroglyphic sign for "clothing." The rows of pellets beneath this symbol probably belong to an implement broken away in front of the king. In the fourth group an Upper Egyptian Nile god offers a tablet to the king, who wears the tf/-crown. The king signs the tablet, beneath which is the symbol for the union of the Two Lands, and holds in his other hand a papyrus roll, perhaps the "will" 1 6 that entitles him to the symbol. Beside the Nile god a snake-headed goddess crowned with feathers and sun disk, presumably Rennenutet, the goddess of grain, presents the "jubilee years" and "life" as symbols of good fortune. The fifth statue represents the king with the "august ram-standard of Amon," as it is called in the text of year 2 (lines 18-23; see below). And finally there is a statue of Ramses III as "feast-leader" (mentioned in line 45; see below), with the blue crown, a censer, and his baton raised to consecrate the offerings." Above these representations are inscriptions which refer to the delivery of the statues but do not correspond to them in sequence, though the expression "feast-leader" is directly above the statue to which it refers. In front of the pavilion of the king a eulogy of the mayor Paser reads with signs facing the statues and, if the reconstruction of line 4 is correct, is mentioned expressly as spoken by the king himself: "(4) [ In the scene which adjoins at the right, apparently Paser is being anointed. Two attendants serve him, their duties being indicated by the objects on stands before them. One places a collar on Paser, while the other anoints him from the usual type of ointment dish. At the extreme right, the vertical rows of sealed jars and tables bearing collars (representing oil and adornment) are signs of the favor of the king, who honored Paser with anointment. 26. Because of lack of space "Amon" was here written with the god sign plus the feather crown. For the same reason the name of Paser was omitted.
27. In the tomb of the high priest of Amon Amenemopet (Theban Tomb 148; unpublished) anointment is ordered in connection with "praise" for the presentation of statues: "One (i.e., Pharaoh) says: 'He shall be anointed with perfumed oil.'"
WALL SCENES FROM THE MOR TUARY CHAPEL OF THE MAYOR PASER
I proceed to . . .. " These wishes may have filled the right end of the register, which, if we judge by the horizontal band of inscription, extended to the right at least as far the beginning of the prayer ending with the word "valley" (see line 57); or they may have belonged with a representation adjoining at the right or they may have terminated offering prayers on a doorframe.
The son and daughter each have one hand raised in greeting to their parents, who are dressed in festival attire and seated on chairs with their feet on stools. In the other hand the son holds a baton and a kerchief, while the daughter has a lotus blossom with two buds. Under the daughter's chair a small monkey nibbles dates. The arrangement of the legends of this pair is strange. That of the daughter reads in the usual direction, that is, with the signs facing in the same direction as the figure. The good wish "(62) may Osiris, lord of eternity, allow to enter and come forth 28 in the necropolis" is her prayer for her father or for both of her parents. The mother's name precedes the daughter's name (lost): " (63) The themes of two blocks suggest that they represent a banquet of relatives and visitors adjoining the main scene at the left. These show, behind traces of a figure which we interpret as the son standing behind Paser's wife, names of guests seated in the lower 3 5 part of a divided register: "(83)
Her son, the master of the stable (84) 3 9 Of the gods of Abydos, Osiris and Anubis are represented as early as the 18th dynasty above stelae. The sacred nsm.t-bark appears, though not as an object of the cult of Abydos. The journey on the river to Abydos is, as a result of earlier pilgrimages, one of the favorite themes in ancient Egyptian tombs. 40 The barks used for such journeys, as well as river and portable barks which carried sarcophagi at funerals, were called nm.t-barks 4 ' and are shown with their characteristic prow and stern ornaments, which on river barks finally took the form of papyrus umbels. Apparently the necropolis possessed special river and portable barks, called nsm.t-barks, similar to the biers on which the faithful are carried to their tombs in Arabic cemeteries. It is possible that once, in a tomb at Deir el-Medinah, 42 the sacred bark of the god Osiris, rather than a river bark, is represented beside a copy of the book for protecting the nsm.t-bark. That the journey of the nsm.t-bark to a feast in Abydos was represented in the middle register of Wall II (P1. 2) of the chapel of Paser seems obvious from various circumstances, principally that the festal procession is led by the standards of Abydos (see p. 10). The legend of this river bark, along with its prow, is lost. However, the legend (lines 2-3) of a portable bark which follows and is expressly designated as the bark of the goddess "Isis ... in (hr.t-ib) Abydos" and an utterance to Paser (lines 4-6) which compares his journey with that of Osiris, the first of the Westerners (see p. 11), confirm the assumption that rites of Abydos are here involved. Difficulties arise in interpreting the top and bottom registers of Wall II. The only comparable material is in the mortuary temple of Ramses III at Medinet Habu and consists of scenes of the Feast of Sokar which are paralleled by our scene of a procession with a peculiar portable bark in the top register (see p. 9) Two blocks from a scene of the Feast of Sokar include parts of the frieze and hence belong in the upper part of the top register, which is separated from the "sky" under the frieze by a line. Since such a line is lacking on the blocks showing the festal procession of river and portable barks, the latter does not belong in the top register. Below the procession is a horizontal band of inscription, beneath which another register adjoins. Therefore, if there were two registers above the band of inscription, as on Wall I, the procession must be assigned to the second register. The line below the "sky" is lacking likewise on the blocks showing the standards of Abydos, whose exact position in the register remains uncertain (see p. 10). Because of its height as indicated by remains of a halfregister below it, the rope scene must be assigned to a third register, which, like the bottom register of Wall I, was taller than either of the other two. The blocks with traces of a lower border likewise belong to the bottom register. They prove that it was divided into two scenes, since behind the gods' shrine begins another scene which faces in the sanie direction as the processions in the upper registers and moves away from the shrine. The procession with the rope presumably is part of this scene, though its position in relation to the shrine is uncertain. This procession also may have moved toward a shrine. Two left marginal blocks with remains of a figure of Paser and with a lower border were inserted in the bottom register of Wall II because they can scarcely be used at the left end of Wall I or among the scenes of the Feast of the Valley (Wall III), where a lower border seems to be missing (see p. 13). For similar reasons two blocks with the feet of figures walking left were inserted in this bottom register of Wall II, though they cannot be exactly placed.
THE TOP REGISTER
Two blocks are preserved, between which, according to the pattern of the frieze on Wall I, there is a gap. Here, as in the lower registers, 44 the procession moves toward the Anubis figures of the frieze. Thus the right end of the scene is the destination of the procession, presumably the chapel of which traces appear at the right end on the right-hand block-the shrine of Sokar or of the Sokar bark. The position of the block shown below it, with traces of the Nefertem staff and the Sokar bark, is uncertain. Three clothing chests 45 ornamented with feathers stand on sledges before the shrine. The left-hand block shows a bark carried on poles by priests-a small part of a festal procession which is represented in Ramses III's temple at Medinet Habu.
A As in the temple, the bark carries a stand for a throne or a chest, with bags of perfume at either side. A priest with the standard of the "Opener of the Way," who in the temple appears toward the end of the procession along with other standard-bearers, follows the bark. The gap between the two blocks might be filled with a fourth chest and a priest leading the procession. The falcon standard shown in the reconstruction is not certain. 
THE SECOND REGISTER
Larger fragments of this register can be put in place, though the position of the blocks showing the standards which in our reconstruction precede the festal procession headed by the nsm.t-bark has not been determined. It is likely, however, that the procession was led by standards which regularly "opened the way." Our fragments show the upper bodies of men carrying stands bearing standards known from the temple of Seti I at Abydos. 4 7 Preserved are the tail of the "Opener of the Way," the god Thoth in ibis form, and a figure of Onuris, the nome god of Abydos, with long garment, feather crown, and lance. A small figure of the king wearing uraeus, headcloth, and short skirt and with arms outstreched stands on a projection on the shaft of the Onuris standard. 4 There follows a priest carrying another standard (top lost), perhaps the Abydos symbol itself. Of the nsm.t-bark, which floats on "water," part of the hull, the stern, which ends in a papyrus umbel ornamented with fluttering streamers, and part of the shrine which it carries are preserved. It can be reconstructed from numerous representations of the sacred bark of Abydos, which is known from hieroglyphic also. 50 The baldachin above the shrine is decorated with streamers. Behind it stands the "instrument of judgment," well known on sun barks. 51 Anubis, painted black, steers the tiller, which is falcon-headed as in other divine barks, and his free arm with closed fist is raised in praise of the god of the bark, as so often are the arms of similar figures of the "rejoicing" souls of Hierakonpolis. A worshiping figure of the king, wearing headcloth and uraeus and with arms upraised, kneels under the papyrus of the stern. A drummer precedes the first of the portable objects which follow the nsm.t-bark on "land," while a priest with two censers precedes the second. Before the priest is the legend: "(1) [Cens]ing before Isis, the great, the mother of the god, in Abydos." Only the second portable object can be identified; it is the bark of the goddess "(2) Isis, the great, the mother of the god, (3) in Abydos." The figures on its prow and stern represent the head of Isis ornamented with Hathor crown, collar, and necklace. Of the figures usually found on barks, a sphinx on a standard, a standing figure of the king offering libation, and part of a kneeling figure of the king supporting the baldachin are preserved. The winged sun disk of the god of Edfu appears above the baldachin. The bark is carried by six pairs of bearers. It is escorted by a priest censing before it,52 a figure holding a bouquet, sunshade-bearers who protect the heads on the prow and stern, and a priest wearing a panther skin. The first portable object is lost, but there are traces of its bearers and escort. Behind the drummer are traces which are less distinct than those shown on Plate 2. The photograph suggests part of a ram's horn on an t/-crown, as on the head of the prow figure of the bark represented in the Osiris chapel of Seti I in his temple at Abydos. 53 Probably, therefore, it was the Abydos symbol on that bark toward which the priest below the drummer raised his censer. In our reconstruction this group is allowed the same space as that with the bark of Isis. 
oi.uchicago.edu THE FEAST OF SOKAR AND THE JOURNEY OF THE NSM.T-BARK
The second river bark floats, as in the hieroglyph for "boat," on a "river," which is partially preserved. Instead of a shrine this bark carries a heavily laden altar standing between bouquets. The offerings include various kinds of cakes, bread, heads, legs, and other meat cuts. Above them are censers of the type which, beginning in the 'Amarnah period, symbolized the burning of offerings. Traces of the feet of two men approaching the altar from the right are preserved, but their activity 54 is uncertain; presumably one of them represents Paser (see below). A rope leads from one of the feet to a man or boy swimming in the "river." A man standing on the prow is rowing; another, behind the altar, steers in the usual bent position. A woman wearing a headband is seated on the prow, another on the stern;55 they represent the "large" and the "small" mourning woman, 56 Isis and Nephthys. The only preserved legend is an utterance of the rower: "(4) He says: 'May there row thee (5) 
THE BOTTOM REGISTER
Traces of the beginnings of vertical lines of inscription are preserved at the top of the register on blocks which include portions of the second register. These lines, however, read in the opposite direction from those above the rope scene (see below). Possibly the direction of the writing changes to accord with the representation of the gods' shrine, which can be inserted only to the right of these fragments of inscription. Hence the rope scene would come even farther to the right, at an indefinite distance behind the shrine. Beneath the rope-bearers traces of an adjoining scene, which terminates in a figure immediately behind the shrine, indicate that the rope scene belongs in the upper half of this register, which is divided at this point. Figures with divine beards hold the rope, one pair with hands touching. As suggested above (p. 9), this fragment probably represents a ceremony of the feast of Sokar which is portrayed in the temple of Ramses III at Medinet Habu.
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There two rows of "friends," princes, and priests carry the ends of a rope, while Ramses III holds the middle. In the chapel of Paser a figure with divine beard and wearing a bull tail, his hands raised in praise of the objective of the procession, accompanies the rope-carriers. In front of him is a jar-stand with libation vessel and lotus blossom. In the lower half-register are traces of another figure wearing a bull tail and with the preserved arm upraised-rejoicing or thrusting a spear-who strides to the right of the shrine and possibly terminates another row of gods or priests in divine garb. In the lines of inscription above the rope-carriers, remains of songs are recognizable: "... oi.uchicago.edu
SCENES FROM THE BEAUTIFUL FEAST OF THE VALLEY
THE remains of Wall III would at first glance seem to belong to a second structure, since on the basis of our reconstruction (P1. 3) it appears to be higher than Walls I and II. At the bottom there is only as ingle line instead of a wide border. The surface above the horizontal band of inscription contains a single tall register, whereas the corresponding surface on each of the other two walls is divided into two registers. There is no positive evidence for joining the fragments of the upper register of Wall III with the blocks of the frieze. Two circumstances, however, suggest that this frieze should be combined with this wall: (1) It is the only wall which could have a frieze whose Anubis figures face right, that is, in the opposite direction from those of the other two walls. (2) It seems unlikely that these frieze blocks are the sole remnant of a fourth wall and that not a single fragment of the frieze above the scenes of the Feast of the Valley is preserved. Moreover, the element which is common to all three walls, the horizontal band of inscription near the center, is so striking that it seems desirable to consider the possibility that all three walls formed one unit and to seek grounds for differentiating them. The parts of the upper register of Wall III which are adjoined by the horizontal band of inscription show only that the representation is taller than the corresponding ones on the other two walls. Since there is no way of determining the upper limit of the upper register, its height is assumed to be about equal to that of the two upper registers of each of the other two walls. Then the horizontal band of inscription would be approximately in the center of the Wall III also. The height of its lower register can only be presumed on the basis of the representations, since there is no group of contiguous blocks extending from top to bottom. The reconstructed height slightly exceeds that of the bottom register of each of the other two walls, but the lack of a lower border in part offsets the difference. The border may have been omitted for the very reason that more space was needed for the scenes in this register.
THE UPPER REGISTER
Above the central band of inscription are preserved traces of a festal procession in which a shrine is being carried in a portable bark. We can identify one leg of an escorting priest, the feet and skirts of the rear group of carriers, the feet and skirt of a sunshade-bearer, and the figures of two escorts with papyrus plants, one of them perhaps Paser following his god. The bark itself is lost, but part of the roof of a shrine beneath a baldachin and part of a sunshade are preserved on one block. Presumably the sunshade protects the prowhead of the bark. At this point, in a register which is assumed to be about double the height of the top register of each of the other two walls, the bark can only be that of the god Amon, which perhaps is mentioned in a horizontal line of inscription with signs facing in the opposite direction from the procession. 
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The inscription which separates the two registers is addressed to the deceased in the second person. It begins on a block preserved at the left edge: "(4) May thy voice be true, 63 
THE LOWER REGISTER
Several blocks containing remains just beneath the horizontal band of inscription fit together, as do a few others at the right end of the reconstructed scene. In the center the river bark of the god Amon floats between a pylon with two flagstaffs and what seems to be another structure, perhaps an altar accessible by means of a stairway. This structure bears objects well known as offerings to Hathor. 65 The bark itself is lost, but an upper corner of the shrine which it carried is preserved and indicates its course as leaving the temple in the same direction as a small accompanying boat (see below). The left end of the scene is occupied by a garden of trees and an altar with a ramp. A special gate leads to the garden. Between two trees, near the altar, stands a jug which perhaps served in the consecration of animal offerings. oi.uchicago.edu seems probable that this main feast of Western Thebes is depicted on Wall III. The beginning of a procession which is perhaps leaving these temples shows rows of priests behind a singer. At the head of the middle row is a priest who may well be offering incense before a god or gods in the procession. In the top row are standard-bearers (the standards themselves being lost). In the bottom row are two men of the escort, each with a papyrus, 70 and a priest wearing a panther skin. Presumably the visited gods mentioned in the offering prayers advance toward the river bark of the god Amon of Karnak, whose portable bark in the upper register moves in solemn procession through the necropolis. The wall is too badly damaged, however, to allow further conjecture concerning its unusual representations. 
THE ORIGINAL LOCATION OF THE RELIEFS OF PASER
HE blocks have been divided, except for a few (see Figs. 2-9 ), into three large groups, each of which reveals distinct characteristics as to composition and theme. The homogeneity of the groups representing the two feasts (Pls. 2-3) is attested by their themes. In the third group (P1. 1), obviously the anointment of Paser has some relationship to presentations at the royal court which include the statues in the top register. The representations of more intimate ceremonies with offering prayers and harper's song in the register beneath the horizontal band of inscription present first of all a good picture of public honoring in a happy family group (for eternity). In addition it is possible that the scenes of this .group can be interpreted as representations of a special festal occasion. A scene similar to that in the bottom register occurs in the tomb of Nakhtamon (see p. 6) and is dated 2d(?) day of the 5th month (i.e., 1st month of pr.t), on the morning of the Feast of Nhb-kw. This high feast day at the royal court was celebrated as a kind of second New Year's feast at the beginning of winter (pr.t)-an occasion for gifts and honors-and, above all, it established the date of the jubilee feast. The deliveries of statues by the mayor to the royal court took place, as far as their dates are preserved, on the following days:
10th day of the 4th month of the 2d year (line 18) 14th day of the 5th month of the 18th year (lines 24-25) 19th day of the 4th month of the 3rd year (lines 29-30). These days all fall within the span of about a month around the 1st day of the 5th month. The deliveries of the various years apparently all took place on the same festival occasion, and the Feast of Nhb-kw on the new-moon day of the 5th Egyptian month seems the most likely possibility.
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The representations of this group accordingly combine the gifts "brought" to the royal court by Paser for the Feast of Nhb-kw, the proof of royal favor resulting therefrom, and the celebration (for all eternity) in the bosom of his family.
Our grouping of the blocks yields a composition in three registers for the Feast of Sokar and the journey of the ngm.t-bark and for the scenes of Paser's official life. Although the bottom of the top register is lacking in each of these two groups, restoration of the figures preserved in the upper part of the register, especially the king in his pavilion, indicates that the height of this register is in each case about the same as that of the second register, which is known for each of the two groups. In each case the two upper registers are separated from the third by a band of inscription. Under this band are the beginnings of vertical lines of inscription, which in the scenes of official life provide evidence for the joining of the blocks of the third register (see p. 5). Its height, including the band of inscription but without the lower border (10 cm.), is about equal to that of the two upper registers combined. For the group representating the Feast of the Valley the horizontal band of inscription marks the approximate center of the composition. Here the upper part could not have been divided into two registers, for the restoration of the portable bark at the head of the festal procession extends the full height of the available space. The height of the lower register cannot be determined on the basis of the remains of the reliefs, since among the preserved blocks 71 As suggested above, the difference in height between the reliefs on Wall III and those on the other two walls was apparently offset by omission of a lower border. The horizontal bands of inscription and the friezes yield clues as to the original location of the reliefs in the chapel of Paser. In the friezes of Walls I and II the Anubis figures face in the same direction (toward the left). The bands of inscription in the center, however, read in opposite directions on the two walls, on Wall II from left to right and on Wall I from right to left. Since the figures of the gods of the western desert usually face toward the outside from the interiors of tombs, as do the Anubis figures in friezes, 72 such figures face left in the southern part and right in the northern part of a structure with east-west axis. Thus it would seem that our two groups of blocks with Anubis facing left originated in the southern part of Paser's chapel, which was decorated like the tombs. The frieze blocks with Anubis facing right, which in our reconstructions are placed above the scenes of the Feast of the Valley, would then have originated in the northern part of the chapel. Another clue as to the original location is given by the central bands of inscription, which would read in the same direction on walls oriented in the same direction. Before the blocks were studied in detail, Holscher had suggested that they originated in the cult chambers of Chapels I and V because of brick banquettes indicating that the side (i.e., north and south) walls of these chambers were faced with stone. 73 But our two "south" walls-the scenes of official life and those of the Feast of Sokar and the journey of the nm.t-bark-came from the same structure and could not have originated in either cult chamber, since in neither could the south wall, with a length of 10.55 or 10.10 m., 74 have carried both groups of scenes (at least 12.50 m. long). 75 It seems unlikely that one of these groups of blocks can be assigned to the south wall of the cult chamber and the other to the south wall of the anteroom in either chapel, because of the fact that their center bands of inscription read in opposite directions. We must therefore seek other possibilities. The forecourt (in either Chapel I or Chapel V 76 ) seems to offer a solution to the problem. The blocks from the southern part of the chapel could be assigned to the east and south walls-the scenes of the Feast of Sokar and the journey of the nsm.t-bark to the south half of the east wall and the scenes of official life to the south wall-according to the direction of their horizontal bands of inscription (Fig. 1) . The scenes of the Feast of the Valley might, then, be assigned to the north wall of the forecourt. It might be possible, on the other hand, to assign just one of the groups of blocks to the cult chamber. Perhaps the lack of a lower border is an indication that the scenes of the Feast of the Valley did not originate in the same room as the other two groups of blocks and so might be assigned to the cult room. In such a case, however, the blocks would have been scattered originally, whereas it is to be assumed that they had all been removed from approximately the same place. Another possibility, which complies with this assumption, is that the scenes of the Feast of the Valley originated in the sanctuary of a chapel adjacent to and contemporary, with Paser's chapel (i.e., Chapel IV or 1II77). Then all blocks could have been removed during the same operation. The last suggestion, to be sure, raises a question as to the frieze which we have combined with the scenes of the Feast of the Valley. It then could not belong to this wall, since it names Paser. Another indication as to the owner of the chapel represented by Wall III is provided by the fact that he seems to be addressed as Am', a title which we tried to combine with Paser's sacerdotal office (see p. 14, n. 63).
77. See Excavation'of Medinet Habu IV, P1. 42.
MISCELLANEOUS FRAGMENTS
SFEw blocks have not been assigned to any of the three groups discussed above. One is a frieze fragment (Fig. 2) whose left-facing Anubis indicates that it came from a wall in the southern part of Paser's chapel. It could belong to Wall II, but it cannot be assigned to Wall I because of traces of a head which do not coincide with the remains of the rejoicing figure of Paser in the top register of Wall I (see p. 2). A second block shows remains of a shrine (Fig. 3) before whose divinity stands a libation jar; in front of the shrine are three incense bowls above piles of offerings consisting of geese, legs, heads, and viscera. This fragment likewise could belong to Wall II, and, unless the top register of that wall was divided into several scenes, the shrine could be considered the destination of the procession of barks in the second register. in finely modeled relief parts of a panther skin, a girdle, and a festive garment it appears to belong to a figure of the mayor wearing priestly garb and worshiping the sun-god (Fig. 4) . Such a representation could be assigned to the south reveal of the entrance to the chapel or of the doorway to the anteroom of the cult chamber (see Fig. 1 at a or d) . Four blocks of a symbolic representation of the rising sun are preserved (Fig. 5) . A winged scarab beetle holding a sun disk appears above a sacred pillar which is standing on a "mountain." This group is worshiped on either side by the goddesses Isis and Nephthys, by apes and creatures of the desert (gazelles and "dancing" ostriches), and by the souls of Hierakonpolis and Buto. This representation would be appropriate above the entrance to the chapel or above the doorway to the anteroom of the cult chamber (see Fig. 1 or its anteroom. Beneath the "sky" hieroglyph beside the doorway was an inscription of which presumably the name of Ramses III on one block (Fig. 7) and several hieroglyphs on another (Fig. 8) are preserved. A third frieze fragment, with a right-facing Anubis (Fig. 9) , came from a wall in the northern part of the chapel. ---------------------- 
